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The infrared absorption spectra of phosphorus acids RzPOOH (R= H. CH1• CH2CI, CH2I, 
C6Hs. C j F7• CH30. C4Hs>O) have been recorded in the gas phase and in the solid state in 
the range 4000-1000 em-I. The equilibrium between monomers and dimers ofR2POOH 
was studied in the gas phase between 400-650 K. The broad absorption band of the 
v(OH) stretching vibration of the cyclic dimer in the region 3600-900 cm- t is registered 
in the gas phase spectra at 400-600 K and in thin films spectra at 90-300 K. In all cases 
the band has the characteristic ABC structure, typical for spectra of complexes with 
strong hydrogen bond in the crystal phase and solution. The intensity and the first and 
second spectral moments of this band were determined. It was found that, on passing 
from thin films at low temperature to the gas phase at high temperature, thel'edistribution 
of intensity from the low frequency wing to the high frequency wing takes place. Despite 
significant differences of dimerization enthalpies (20-60 kcailmole), the spectra of aU 
acids have similar structure and close values ofspectl'al moments, although the values of 
intensities are different. 
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The phosphorus acids R2POOH form the strongest hydrogen bonded associates 
among neutral molecules. In the crystalline phase, these molecules form infinite 
chains or, more rarely, cyclic dimers due to OH ... O=P bonds, in which the O ... 0 dis
tance in the POHOP fragment lies, according to the data ofX·ray and neutron scatter
ing analysis, in the interval 2.40-2.55 A [1-7]. In conformity with the classification 
[8], such distances are characteristic for the strongest bonds of the OHO type in 
homo conjugated ions. These bonds are the most typical examples of a three-centre 
four·electron bond A·H ... :B; i.e., their nature is essentially covalent [8,9]. The inves
tigation of such bonds is of fundamental importance both for the theory of chemical 
bonding and intennolecular interactions and understanding of biological processes 
with participation of phosphate group [10-12]. Unfortunately, the energetics, dynam
ics, spectral manifestations of this hydrogen bond have not been adequately explored. 
The monomer-dimer equilibrium of the dimethylphosphinic acid (CH3hPOOH in 
the gas phase has been studied by IR spectra using the technique, which permits the 
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measurements up to 700 K [13]. The obtained enthalpy and spectral characteristics of 
dimers are in satisfactory agreement with the results of high-level quantum-me
chanical calculations [14]. 

The aim of our paper is to record the IR spectra of the following phosphorus acids: 
phosphinic acid H2POOH, dimethylphosphinic acid (CH,)zPOOH, bis-( chloro
methyl)-phosphinic acid (CH2CI)zPOOH, bis-(iodomethyl)-phosphinic acid 
(CH2IhPOOH, diphenylphosphinic acid (C,H')2POOH, bis-(heptafluoropropyl)
phosphinic acid (C,F,)zPOOH, dimethylphosphate (CH,O)zPOOH and 
dibutylphosphate (C,H90)zPOOH, to determine the enthalpy oftheir dimerization in 
the gas phase, to compare the spectra of dimers in the gas and condensed phase at low 
temperatures, to examine the correlation between the spectral and energy characteris
tics of dimers. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The technique of experiment was described in [15}. IR spectra were recorded between 300-650 K in 
the gas cells oftwo types. The glass cells with welded sapphire windows (I) with low-frequency transmis
sion limit at Vlf ~ 1500 cm-1 and glass cel1s with MgF2 windows (II) fixed on ceramic ring with Vlf ::=: 

1000 em-I were used. Most experiments were performed with cells T, in which the loss of substance during 
experiments, within the studied temperature interval, was minimal. Unfortunately, by help ofthese cells 
only high frequency part ofthe dimer v(OH) band could be registered. Cells II allowed us to register the 
whole band, but the studied temperature range was narrower, due to sample decomposition on ceramic. 

In all experiments, certain amount of substance was placed in acetl, the cell was pumped out down to 
about 10-2 torr (defined by vapour pressure above the sample at 300 K) and sealed. The optimal measure
ments were carried out at concentrations of(0.6-3.0)·1 0-3 molll, which correspond to a solid sample mass 
of3-15 mg. After this, the cell was placed in a heater. The temperature interval of measurements is gov
erned, on the one hand. by the vapour pressure of acids, at which the spectra are reliably recorded and, on 
the other hand, by the chemical stability of the sample. 

The solid film spectra ofR2POOH at 80-300 K were recorded in the standard cryostat with external 
KBr windows. The films were deposited on CsI window maintained at 80 K by liquid nitrogen. An am
poule with the sample was placed in the cryostat and heated up to 440-480 K for sample deposition. The 
films were annealed at 250-300 K, the spectra of annealed films are totally reversible on temperature vari
ation within 80-300 K. 

The spectra were recorded with the Fourier spectrometer Bruker IFS-28 with the resolution of 2-5 
cm- l for the gas-phase spectra and 1 cm-1 for the solid-phase spectra. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In Fig. I the experimental spectra of (CH,)zPOOH in the gas phase at different 
temperatures are presented. The spectra of other studied phosphorus acids have simi
lar shape and exhibit similar temperature behaviour. For all acids, at relatively low 
temperatures, the intense broad absorption bands are present in the 3600-1000 cm-I 

range (Fig. 1, spectrum 1). These bands are assigned to the v(OH) stretching vibration 
of the cyclic dimers with very strong hydrogen bonds. In all cases, except H2POOH, 
on the broad v(OH) band the relatively narrow bands of stretching (near 3000 em-I) 
and bending (near 1500 cm -I) vibration modes ofCH groups are superimposed. In the 
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spectra ofH2POOH the band of PH stretching vibration at 2405 cm -1 is present. With 
increasing the temperature, the v(OH) band of monomers grows in the 
3630-3670 cm-1 range (Fig. I, spectra I, 2, 3). Only in the case of H2POOH, the 
monomer v(OH) band could not be registered, due to thermal instability. The width at 
half-height of monomer bands lies in the range 40-25 em-I. The intensity of the band 
monotonously increases with temperature, due to rising of the monomer content. The 
intensity ofthe v(OH) bands of dimers increases until a certain temperature, depend
ing on the initial quantity of a sample in the cell. This is connected with rising of the 
substance concentration in the gas phase. With subsequent heating, the intensity of 
the dimer bands decreases, due to the shift of the monomer-dimer equilibrium to the 
monomers (Fig. I, spectrum 3). The intensity ofv(CH) band does not depend on tem
perature and dimer-monomer ratio, and it can be used for estimation ofthe compound 
quantity in the gas phase . 
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Figure 1. Experimental spectraofdimethylphosphinic acid in the gas phase at temperature: 1-475 K; 
2 - 525 K; 3 - 625 K. Co ~ 1'10-' mollI, path length I ~ 5 em. 
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In Fig. 2 the monomer and dimer v(OH) bands of all studied acids separated from 
experimental spectra are presented. The dimer bands have a characteristic ABC struc
ture, well known in spectra of systems with strong hydrogen bonding in solutions and 
crystals [16]. This structure is accounted for by Fermi resonance between the v(OH) 
mode and the overtones oflow-frequency vibrations of the hydroxyl group (28 (OH) 
and 2y (OH» of a dimer. One can see that the shape of dimer bands of all R2POOH is 
rather similar. 
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Figure 2. The v(OH) bands ofR,POOH dimers in the gas phase: 1- H,POOH (T ~ 345 K); 
2 - (CH,),POOH (530 K); 3 - (CH,Cl),POOH (450 K); 4 - (CH,I),POOH (465 K); 
5 - (C,H,),POOH (540 K); 6 - (C,F,),POOH (500 K); 7 - (CH,O),POOH (435 K); 
8 - (C4HgO)zPOOH (425 K). The arrows denote the centre of gravity Vo of the dimer band. 
A, B, C denote the components of ABC structure. 
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The spectra of(CH3),POOH, (CH,CI),POOH, (CH,I),POOH, (C,H5),POOH and 
(C4H90),POOH were recorded also in the solid state for comparison with the gas 
phase. It follows from Fig. 3, where the spectra of(C,H,),POOH in the solid and the 
gas phases are presented, that the v(OH) band shapes of dimers do not differ signifi
cantly in the spectra of the solid and gas phases. One can observe only intensity redis
tribution between the A, B, and C components, which makes the C component the 
most intense one in the solid state spectrum. A relative decrease in the intensity of C 
component also takes place with increasing temperature in all phases. A similar situa
tion is observed for all acids studied. 
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Figure 3. Experimental spectra of diphenylphosphinic acid at: 1 - 80 K (solid state). 2 - 300 K (solid 
state), 3 - 515 K (gas phase). The arrows denote the centre of gravity Vo of the dimer band. The 
monomer band at 515 K scaled by factor 7 is presented also. 
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For description of broad and complicated bands we used tbe set of first spectral 
moments: namely, the zero spectral moment Mo = f S(v)dv (the integral intensity of a 
band), the first spectral moment M; = MOl f Sty) ·vdv "Vo (the centre of gravity of 
tbe band related to tbe fundamental transition v(OH) of a dimer), and tbe second cen
tral spectral moment M; =~MOI fS(v)(v -Yo )2dv, the effective half width V1l2 of a 
complicated band is Vll2 = 2 M;. Here, S(v) = D(v)/[v(1 - exp(-v/1)] is the spectral 
function, D( v) - absorbance, and T - temperature in em-I. Vo and V1l2 of the dimer 
bands of phosphorus acids are presented in Table 1. The spectral moments were eval
uated over tbe range 4000-900 cm-\ with tbe band wings at v < 1100 em-I and v > 
3500 em-I approximated by exponential functions. It follows from Table I, that all 
dimers are characterized by an extremely large low-frequency shift of the centre of 
gravitywitb respectto monomer frequencies (Av=vm -vo-1250-1500 em-I, where 
Vm - tbe v(OH) monomer band frequency) and a significant halfwidth of a band (VII2 
- 1000-1300 em-I). The position of the centre of gravity and the half width oftbe 
band change only insignificantly with temperature. 

Table 1. The gravity center Vo and the effective half width Vll2, in em-I, of the v(OH} band of the phosphorus 
acids dimers in the different states. 

State T,K -1 vo,em Vll2, em 
-1 

H,POOH gas 350 2290 1080 
(CH,),POOH gas 460 2350 1060 

gas 525 2400 1050 
film 290 2090 1040 

(CH,CI),POOH gas 475 2140 1050 
film 80 1960 1020 

(CH,I),POOH gas 505 2110 1120 
film 80 2150 930 

(C,H,),POOH gas 575 2320 1120 
film 80 1960 1000 

(C,F,),POOH gas 500 2240 1150 
(CH,O),POOH gas 435 2200 1050 

film 80 2050 840 
(CJI,OI,POOH gas 450 2330 1280 

The integral absorption coefficients ofv(OH) band of monomers ~Mand dimers 
~D were obtained from tbe integral intensities of corresponding bands B, = C,.l·~" 
where I is the path length and C,is tbe concentration (i = Mor D). In system contain
ing monomers and dimers the total concentration of an acid is Co = CM + 2CD , and tbe 
following relationship 

(1) 

represents a straight line, if Co and~, do not change during experiments with tempera
ture variation. In this way the integral absorption coefficients ~M and ~D can be ob
tained. We found that for (CH,),POOH, (CH2CI)2POOH, (C.H,),POOH, and 
(CH2I),POOH tbe experimental points at different Co satisfactorily lie on a straight 
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line, described by (1). This indicates both the absence of more complicated, than 
dimer, complexes in the gas and the absence of a significant dependence of ~D and ~M 
on temperature. The magnitude of Co, which can be obtained from weight of a sample 
in the known cell volume, varied within the interval (0.6-3.0).10-3 molll for all acids 
studied. The integral absorption coefficients are presented in Table 2. 

Table 2. The H-bond enthalpy (-MI), in kcallmoi, and integral absorptivities of monomers (.;u) and dimers 
(!;Pl, in IO··V(mol·cm'l, of the phosphorus acids. 

(CH,J,POOH 
(C,F,J,POOH 
(CH,CI),POOH 
(C,H,J,POOH 
(CH,I),POOH 
(CH,O),POOH 
(C,H,O),POOH 

24±6 
24±6 
3S±5 
S0±8 
60±10 
21±6 
29±7 

o .3±O.1 

O.19±O.OS 
O.16±O.O5 

O.2±1 

35±9 

20±7 
16±4 
10±6 

The dimerization enthalpy /'lll of phosphorus acids can be evaluated from the 
temperature dependence of the equilibrium constant KD = CDIC}; = Ko·exp(-/'llllkT) 
ofthe dimer formation 2ROH <0 > (ROH)2 

1n(KD(T)) = -/'llllkT + InKo = In (B D (T) J + 1n( /. ~;. J 
B~(T) ~D 

Assuming that ~ and ~M are independent on temperature, we obtain 

In (BD (T) J = -/'llllkT + const 
Bt,(T) 

(2) 

(3) 

It is important that (3) does not depend on Co, i.e., to determine the dimerization 
enthalpy /'lll, it is possible to use the experimental intensities of the monomer and 
dimer bands, measured during the evaporation process when Co * const. Since the 
measurements of /'lllwere carried out in a cell with sapphire windows I, only a part of 
the dimer band, limited by the low-frequency transmittance boundary (- 1600 cm -1), 
could be recorded in experiments at different temperatures. To determine the dimer 
band intensity, it is possible to use the relation BD = KB;, where B; is the integral in
tensity of a part of the dimer absorption band, lying within the frequency interval 
4000-1700 cm -1, of a spectrum recorded in cell 1. K can be obtained from the experi
ments carried out using cell II with MgF2 windows. Additional experiments showed 
that K could be assumed to be constant within 10% over a wide temperature range. 

Fig. 4 displays the dependencies ofln(BDIBt,) on liT for some of the acids stud
ied. One can see that the deviation of experimental points from the straight lines ob-
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tained by the least-squares method is small. The enthalpies of dimerization of some 
phosphorus acids derived from (3) are presented in Table 2. 
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Figure 4. The dependence of in(BdIB;,) on lIT for R,POOH in the gas phase. I - (C,F,),POOH; 2-
(CH,CI),POOH; 3 - (C,H,),POOH; 4 -(CH,I),POOH. The data obtained in experiments with 
the same Co are denoted by the same marks. 

CONCLUSIONS 

An extremely broad and intense v(OH) band with the structure typical for strong 
OR. .. O bond is characteristic for the dimers of the phosphorus acids studied in the gas 
phase and solid state. Despite the differences in dimerization enthalpies of the acids, 
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the shape of this band is virtually the same for all compounds studied. The shape of 
v(OH) band generally does not change on transition from the gas to solid state, except 
intensity redistribution between its components. The halfwidth of these bands is also 
practically unchanged. The individual specific features of the band are determined by 
interaction ofv(OH) and low-frequency modes ofthe dimer. 

The close values ofthe first moment of different acids and a decrease of integral 
intensity ofthe v(OH) band with an increase of dimerization enthalpy are surprising. 
This is in contradiction with the well known regularities, which connect the spectral 
characteristics of complexes with moderately strong hydrogen bonds - the augmen
tation of intensity, oflow-frequency shift and of width ofv(OH) band with the hydro
gen bond energy [17,18]. However, these relationships were obtained for complexes 
in solutions, whose energies do not exceed 12-15 kcal·mol-I

; therefore, it can be as
sumed that the mechanism of interaction in the case of a strong hydrogen bond is 
changed and, considerably, the covalent contribution to the energy of a hydrogen 
bond is increased. It should be mentioned here that the deviation from such correla
tion regularities in the gas phase was observed earlier for weaker bonds, for example 
for the OH. .. N system in a mixture of fluorinated alcohols and tertiary amines [19]. 
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